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  BEFORE YOU RUN YOUR TRUCK

PLEASE READ THIS SECTION OF THE MANUAL FIRST.  AFTER YOU READ THIS SECTION, READ YOUR ENGINE MANUAL
BEFORE YOU START YOUR ENGINE

  FINAL ADJUSTMENTS            MAKE THESE ADJUSTMENTS BEFORE RACING

MODEL CAR FUEL
The proper fuel is very important for long

engine life. Improper fuel can cause hard
starting , poor performance, and excessive
wear on the engine. The fuels we recom-
mend for R/C car use are:  O’Donnell Rac-
ing fuel, Duratrax Red Alert fuel, Blue Thun-
der Race Formula, FSR fuel, Trinity, Byron’s
Originals, and Traxxas Top Fuel. There are
many other racing fuels, however, they must
meet two requirements.

1) The fuel must contain at least 18%
of both castor and synthetic oils.

2) You should try to keep the nitro
(nitromethane) between 10% to 20%.  The
best fuels also contain rust and corrosion
inhibitors, anti wear agents, anti foaming
agents and lubrication additives.

3) IMPORTANT:  DO NOT use any type
of airplane fuels. Airplane fuels may not have
the necessary oil types and ratios needed
for R/C cars.

GETTING THE RADIO READY
Read your radio instructions that come

in the box with your radio. You should un-
derstand the operation of your transmitter.
Place eight of your AA cells in the transmit-
ter, and put four more in the receiver pack,
at the rear end of the truck.

It is important that all of the AA radio
batteries are strong or fully charged.  Al-
ways check the path and the condition of
the battery pack wires as well as the switch
wires.  A melted wire can cause a short –
circuit and lead to a loss of control.  Large
metal objects such as chain link fences,
light poles, cars, vans, trailers or even fluo-
rescent lights can occasionally cause lo-
cal interference by momentarily blocking  or
reflecting a signal.

TESTING THE TRANSMITTER
Important: Always turn your transmitter

on first and off last. Remember this rule. If
you start your truck before turning on
your transmitter then you will lose con-
trol of the truck and damage your en-
gine quickly.  Test the following radio func-
tions without the engine running.
These following steps will help you under-
stand the operation of your transmitter.
1. Turn on the transmitter . You should see
an indicator light showing that the radio is
on.
2. Turn the car receiver battery pack switch
on. Both the steering servo and the throttle
servo should move to their respective neu-
tral settings.
3. Turn the steering wheel on the trans-
mitter left and right. The front wheels should

turn left and right (when viewed from behind),
then go to a perfectly straight-ahead posi-
tion when the wheel is released. If they’re a
little off, you can set them with the steering
trim control on your transmitter. If your ser-
vos are slow, you might want check your
batteries before you run.
4. Pull on the throttle trigger, which should
open the throttle on the engine.
5. Push the throttle trigger forward, which
will activate the brakes.
6. Hold the throttle open and roll the truck
on the ground. The truck should roll freely.
While it is still rolling , push on the brakes.
The truck should come to an immediate
stop. If these steps do not produce these
results refer to the linkage assembly setup
in this manual.

CHECKING THE CARBURETOR
Let’s check the carburetor linkage be-

fore you fire up the engine for the first time.
Pull off the air filter. Turn the transmitter

on first, followed by the truck.
With your finger off the throttle, which

is the neutral position, the throttle should
be almost closed, with an opening about 1/
32”  (.71mm), as shown below.

Pull the throttle wide open and look into
the carburetor and see if it’s opening all the
way up. If you don’t see the gap shown be-
low, then adjust the “throttle trim adjustment”
on your transmitter according to the radio
manual, or adjust the linkage shown to you
earlier in this manual to achieve full throttle.

When everything is adjusted OK, turn

the switch off in your truck first, followed by
your transmitter. You must remember to turn
off your truck’s electronics every time in this
order.

Now, place the air filter back on your
carburetor and fasten it back down with a
new tie wrap.

One of several recom-
mended racing fuels:
O’Donnell Racing fuel
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You will find your RC10GT truck will give
you many more hours of trouble-free opera-
tion when you familiarize yourself with these
maintenance procedures. You should  peri-
odically check all the moving parts: front and

  MAINTENANCE    FOLLOW THESE STEPS TO KEEP YOUR TRUCK IN SHAPE FOR RACING

FREQUENCY CRYSTALS
Every radio system comes with a set of

two frequency crystals. One is marked for
the transmitter (TX) and the other for the re-
ceiver (RX). They should be the same fre-
quency for both places. Your kit will come
with 27MHZ crystals. Some of these frequen-
cies are shown here.

If you run by yourself only, then you will
not have any frequency conflict problems. If
you run with someone else, then you must
make sure that you are on different frequen-
cies.  If you and another person are both

of the batteries, the fuel tank, and the hoses
for leaks. Also check the firmness of mount-
ing of the receiver and servos, and check for
any frayed wires or loose connections.

rear a-arms, steering blocks, steering link-
age, servo saver, shocks, clutch, brake
parts, bushings and bearings, and other
moving areas.

Check the radio system, the condition

27MHZ Color Channel #
26.995 brown 1
27.045 red 2
27.095 orange 3
27.145 yellow 4
27.195 green 5
27.255 blue 6

(There are many more crystals available.)

using the same frequency, you can crash
each other’s trucks or cause it to go out of

control simply by turning on your radio while
his truck is running.

AIR FILTER
NEVER run your truck without the air

filter on.  The air filter is essential for keep-
ing dirt out of the engine. The air filter should
be inspected carefully every time you refuel.
When the air filter starts to get dirty, do the
following steps:

1. Clean the foam out with fuel. Do this by
pouring a little fuel in a small can and knead-

CLEANING YOUR TRUCK
If your truck should get any dirt in the

moving or pivoting locations, it can reduce
handling or performance. The easiest way
to keep your gas truck clean is with a small

paint brush or toothbrush. This will help you
to get the dirt and mud out of the moving
locations.

Whenever your bushing and bearings are
not moving freely, spray them with electric

motor cleaner and lightly oil the bushings or
bearings with a lightweight electric motor oil.
It is good to do a visual inspection before
you start your truck every time.

DIFFERENTIAL MAINTENANCE
You should rebuild the differential when

the action gets somewhat “gritty” feeling. To
check, hold one rear wheel stationary while
turning the other one. It should feel smooth,
not gritty.  Usually cleaning the diff parts
and applying new lube as in the instructions
will bring it back to new condition. The stan-

dard 3/32” carbide balls rarely need replac-
ing. Normally, as the parts seat, the diff will
get smoother. If the diff still feels gritty after
carefully cleaning and re-lubing the diff parts,
the thrust balls, thrust washers, and the drive
rings should be checked and possibly re-
placed. The parts will normally wear out in
the following order:

1. #6575  5/64”  diff thrust balls (qty 6)
2. #6573  diff thrust washers  (2)
3. #6579  diff drive rings  (2)

Refer to the differential section to correctly
assemble the diff.

ing the filter in the fuel.  When the foam looks
cleaner, then dispose of the fuel properly.
2. Dry the filter. Squeeze out the fuel with a
paper towel until it’s dry.
3. Apply Associated’s #7710 foam pre-filter
treatment to help keep the dirt out. Dab the
treatment all around the filter, put the filter
in a plastic bag and knead it until the filter is
saturated, but not soaked.

#7710 optional Foam
Prefilter Treatment
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  TUNING & SETUP TIPS         THESE STEPS PREPARE YOUR TRUCK FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

There are several different adjustments on
your RC10GT truck can help you adjust
steering, traction , and the handling for dif-
ferent track conditions.

CLUTCH ADJUSTMENT AND ENGAGE-
MENT

When the engine revs increase, the
clutch shoes, attached to the flywheel on
the shaft within the clutch bell, are flung
outward by centrifugal force. The shoes en-
gage the inside of the clutch bell to turn the
bell and accelerate your truck. The shorter
the clutch shoes, the higher the engine must
rev before the shoes engage (a shorter con-
tact patch contributes to this too). A clutch
shoe at stock length engages the clutch bell
more quickly than the short ones (we rec-
ommend using the stock clutch shoe length
for most conditions). To adjust when
your clutch engages, you can change the
number of clutch shoes or alter their length.
Changing your clutch shoes mainly depends

on the track conditions.
In general, the better the traction, the

longer the shoes (quicker clutch engage-
ment, quicker acceleration).

The slicker the track, the shorter the
shoes (slower engagement), which prevents
tire spinning.

To decrease the clutch engagement, try
cutting the Teflon shoes one hole shorter
using a hobby knife. Do not trim away more
clutch than necessary, or engine damage
may occur.

For best performance, try the Associ-
ated 4 shoe clutch #7611 (requires two sets
of  #7601 clutch shoes, see photo). This
clutch will allow it to accelerate harder than
a 2-shoe clutch and engages more
smoothly. The four shoe clutch shoes need
to be trimmed before using them. We rec-
ommend cutting the shoes between the sec-
ond and third hole.

Maximum cut, for slowest
engagement.

Middle.

Standard, for quickest
engagement (recommended
for most conditions).

CASTER
Caster de-

scribes the angle of
the kingpin in relation
to the vertical plane,
when looked at from
the side of the truck.
30° of caster means
the kingpin leans
rearward at the top.

30° caster blocks.

To get this: Use this:
5°  caster #6211 front block carrier
10° caster #6212 front block carrier
15° caster #6213 front block carrier
20° caster #6214 front block carrier
25° caster #6215 front block carrier
30° caster #6210 front block carrier

30° of caster (stock caster blocks) will give
your truck increased steering exiting cor-
ners.  It will also be more stable when ac-
celerating through fast bumpy track condi-
tions. Less caster (changing to block carri-
ers with 25° of caster) will decrease the
amount of steering in the middle and exiting
corners.  It will also tend to be less stable in
fast, bumpy conditions.
Recommended:

CAMBER
Describes the

angle at which the
tire and wheel rides
relative to the ground
when looked at from

the front or rear. Negative camber means
that the tire leans inward at the top. Posi-
tive camber means just the opposite. (Posi-
tive camber should never be used.) Increas-
ing negative camber (more than 3 degrees)
will decrease traction and improve stability

in bumps. Less negative camber (0 to 1 de-
grees) will have maximum amount of trac-
tion but will be less stable in bumpy condi-
tions. We suggest using between 1 and 3
degrees of negative camber at all times.

FRONT TOE-IN AND TOE-OUT
Toe-in will make your truck easier to

drive by improving stability during accelera-
tion. Toe-out will increase steering when
entering corners but will be slightly more
difficult to drive. The front toe can be ad-
justed by adjusting the steering turnbuck-
les.  We suggest using 0 degree toe on your
gas truck.

REAR TOE-IN
Rear toe-in affects front and rear trac-

tion. Decreasing rear toe-in decreases rear
traction and adds steering . Increasing rear
toe-in will do the opposite. Your Team and
Factory Team kit comes with 3 deg. toe-in
in each rear arm mount and 1.5 deg. toe-in
for each rear hub carrier. The RTR comes
with 0 deg. toe-in in each rear hub carrier.
These combinations work best for almost
all track conditions.

For less rear toe-in for your Team or Fac-
tory Team kit, change to the #7365 hub car-
riers. For more toe-in for the RTR, change
to the #7367 rear hub carriers.

Toe-inToe-out

Four shoe clutch
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WHEELBASE ADJUSTMENT
The RC10GT wheelbase can be

changed easily to allow further fine tuning of
your truck for different track conditions.  This
can be accomplished by moving the 1/8”
(3.17mm) plastic spacer on the rear outer
hinge pin (next to the rear hub carrier). If the

spacer is located  in front of the rear hub
carrier, it will lengthen the wheelbase and
increase steering. If the spacer is located in
the rear of the rear hub carriers (which is
the stock position) it shortens the wheel-
base and give more rear traction.

CAMBER LINK ADJUSTMENT
Changing the mounting position of  the

camber links can affect traction, stability,
and handling on rough tracks. Use the fol-
lowing guidelines to try and find the correct
handling for your track conditions.

Using a longer mounting position will in-
crease traction but decrease stability and
rough track handling.

Using a shorter mounting position will
decrease traction but increase stability and
rough track handling.

RIDE HEIGHT
Now we check the ride height of your

RC10GT to make sure the settings are cor-
rect. Before we make this adjustment we
should have the truck ready to race (mean-
ing fully loaded with fuel and receiver batter-
ies), but leave off the body.

For the front, push down on the front
suspension and then let go. When the sus-
pension stops, the front arms should be level

with the bottom of the chassis kick up. If
not, you can make adjustments by using
the shock preload clips that come in your
kit.

Now push down on the back suspen-
sion and let go. The axle driveshafts should
be level.  Look at the rear end photo to com-
pare. You can make the adjustment by us-
ing the shock pre-load clips that come in
your kit.

Adjust ride height by add-
ing or subtracting clip-on
preload spacer #6475.

SHOCK SPRINGS
Springs are to keep your car level during acceleration , decel-

eration, and cornering. Stiffer springs will help your suspension
respond more quickly, but because of their stiffness will not ab-
sorb bumps as well. Use stiffer springs in high traction conditions.
Softer springs are best for slippery or bumpy conditions.

Front: Rear: Description:
7426 6481 Black Soft
7427 6480 Green
7428 6478 Silver

6482 Gray
7429 7434 Blue
7425 7435 Gold
7430 7436 Red Firm

GEARING
The RC10GT features  the ability to change the

gear ratio. The drive reduction of the GT gearbox is
2.60 to 1.  Use the following formula to calculate the
final drive ratio:

# Spur gear teeth
————————    x  2.60 = final drive ratio
# Clutch bell teeth

Your RC10GT come stock with a 66 tooth spur gear and a 15 tooth clutch
bell. This combination will provide the best overall performance for most tracks.
Here is a chart showing you different ratios (includes our optional clutch bells):

Clutch Bell: Part # Spur Gear: Final Drive:
14 7609 66 12.26:1 More Acceleration
15 7605 66 11.44:1
16 7606 66 10.76:1
17 7607 66 10.09:1
18 7608 66 9.56:1 More Top Speed

The 14 tooth clutch bell may not fit with a non pull start engine.
The 18 tooth clutch bell may not fit with a pull start engine.

Need more help tuning your GT?
More than 50 illustrations detailing

over 40 tuning options to set up your truck
to win!

For beginner to intermediate racers.
Includes setup sheet with numbered links
to each page of the booklet that help
explain how the changes affect your
truck’s handling. 31

Complete Tuning Guide: GT

7190 e-Book, $5.95 (online ordering only)
6991 Performance Tuning CD, $11.95






